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Sofi  Collis was born in Siberia, a part of Russia. 
For the fi rst two years of her life, she lived in 
an orphanage. She dreamed of getting out and 

exploring. An Arizona family adopted her and she moved 
to the United States. 

When NASA decided on a new mission to Mars in 2003, 
the agency held a contest to name the new spacecraft. 
Legos, the manufacturer of children’s toys, administered 
the contest to students nationwide. NASA hoped the 
contest would instill a sense of creativity and exploration 
in a new generation of students in the twenty-fi rst century. 
The agency received more than 10,000 entries.

Sofi , age 9, entered the contest. She told NASA that her 
story, and the life she has in America, should be the basis 
of the names for the new missions. 

“I used to live in an orphanage. It was dark and cold and 
lonely,” Sofi  wrote in her winning entry. “At night, I looked 
up at the sparkly sky and felt better. I dreamed I could 
fl y there. In America, I can make all my dreams come true. 
Thank you for the ‘Spirit’ and the ‘Opportunity.’ “ 

She won the contest.

If you could name 
a spacecraft or a rover, 
what would you name 
it and why? 

• the history of the Mars 
Rover Expedition

• the results of the Mars 
Rover Expedition

• the goals for future rover 
expeditions
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•  spectral analysis
•  angularity
•  hematite
•  silica

The History of the Mars Rover Expedition
NASA fi rst began exploring Mars in the 1960s. Over the years, 
a series of orbiters, fl y-bys, and landers have helped give scientists 
clues about the red planet. But in 2004 Spirit and Opportunity
began their robotic exploration of the planet, giving even more 
insight into its history and providing clues to the ultimate 
question: Is there or was there ever life on Mars?

Spirit and Opportunity

After the success of the Pathfi nder mission in 1997 NASA considered what 
should be the next step in exploring Mars. Scientists debated whether this new 
mission, slated to coincide with the favorable position of Mars in relation to the 
Earth and the Sun, would be an orbiter or a lander. If it were a lander, they asked, 
how should it be different from previous missions, such as Pathfi nder? 
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In 2000 NASA announced the new mission would be a pair of twin rovers. They 
would be able to travel in one day the distance that Sojourner, the rover from 
the Pathfi nder mission, was able to travel during its entire mission. The mission’s 
main goal would be to determine if water activity—such as precipitation and 
evaporation—existed, or had ever existed on the planet. 

The two rovers would spend their fi rst 90 days exploring as much as they could. 
Spirit launched on 10 June 2003, with Opportunity following a few weeks later on 
7 July 2003. The timing was important: Mars came closer to Earth in August of that 
year than it had in thousands of years. They arrived on Mars in January 2004 after 
a seven-month journey. After a successful drop, bounce, and roll landing—in which 
the rovers were packaged in something like giant air balls attached together like 
a peanut cluster—the two robots began an extraordinary adventure that continues 
to fascinate scientists today (Figure 2.1). 

The Challenges of the Flight to Mars

Spirit and Opportunity had several course corrections during their voyages from 
Earth to Mars. Spirit made four and Opportunity made three. Both arrived at Mars on 
schedule, but along the way they encountered numerous hiccups, including intense 
solar fl ares and high-energy particles. Because of these challenges, NASA rebooted 
the rovers’ computers, something scientists had not planned on doing in mid-fl ight.

For the journey, scientists securely wrapped both Spirit and Opportunity inside 
intricately designed packages. This design kept the rovers safe from outside forces 
and prepared them for a challenging landing. Both Spirit and Opportunity were each 
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tucked inside a folded-up lander. There was a protective shell on the outside 
as well. NASA technicians also carefully sterilized each rover before launch 
to ensure it couldn’t carry any Earth microbes to Mars. Such microbes might 
reproduce on Mars or interact with any life that might already be there.

Landing on Mars is no easy task. Many landings there since exploration began 
50 years ago have failed. The rovers entered the Martian atmosphere going nearly 
12,000 miles (19,300 km) per hour. The heat-shield portion of the protective shell 
was facing forward. During the fi rst four minutes atmospheric friction slowed the 
rovers by 90 percent. Two minutes before each landed, a parachute deployed and 
the heat shield released. A camera began taking pictures to show the landing region 
up close. 

When it landed, Spirit bounced 27 feet (eight meters) high. It went on to bounce 
27 more times before stopping permanently 900 feet (274 meters) away from its 
initial landing spot. Opportunity took a similar path. Both landed very close to the 
initial target areas NASA had aimed for when the rovers launched. Scientists were 
so pleased with Opportunity’s nearness to its target landing site that they called it 
a “planetary hole in one.”

The Basic Features of the Mars Rovers

The rovers are robots equipped with 
special tools to do their jobs. These 
tools include cameras, spectrometers, 
and equipment to drill and chip rock 
(Figure 2.2). They give scientists detailed 
information about Mars’ surface. Each 
rover has fi ve main instruments. The 
fi rst, and perhaps most important, is the 
panoramic camera. This high-resolution 
device shows the surrounding terrain in 
each new location. It has two “eyes” that 
are located about a foot (30 centimeters) 
apart. It is perched about fi ve feet 
(1.5 meters) above the surface. Fourteen 
different fi lters on the camera allow 
for color pictures and spectral analysis 
of minerals and atmosphere. Spectral 
analysis is identifying an object based on 
the spectrum of light that it refl ects, absorbs, 
or emits. The camera is in large part 
responsible for determining future rock 
and soil targets for the rover to explore. 
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Second, the Miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometer  views the surrounding 
scene in infrared wavelengths. A spectrometer is a device that separates light 
signals into different frequencies. This determines the different types and amounts 
of many different kinds of materials. NASA uses this instrument as the rovers 
search for the distinctive minerals formed by the action of water. Scientists also 
use the spectrometer with the camera to select new science targets and areas 
to explore. Like the camera, the spectrometer also studies the atmosphere. 

Third, the Mossbauer Spectrometer is located on the rovers’ arms. It specifi cally 
looks for iron deposits. It touches rocks and soil and identifi es the minerals it fi nds 
that contain iron. Scientists use this to determine what role, if any, water played 
in the formation of the targets and how much they have been weathered. 

Fourth, the Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer is similar to the one used on 
Sojourner and what scientists use in geology labs on Earth. It measures the 
concentrations of most of the major elements in the rocks and soil. The more 
scientists learn about these ingredients, the more they understand the samples’ 
origins and how time has altered them. 

Fifth, the Microscopic Imager helps scientists look at the fi ne-scale details of Martian 
rocks and soils. It searches for smaller, more delicate clues about how the rocks 
and soils were formed. For example, the size and angularity—the sharpness of edges 
and corners—of grains in sediments laid by water can reveal how they got there. 

In addition to these fi ve tools, other accessories on the rovers help guide and 
operate them, as well as provide geological information. This includes navigation 
and hazard-avoidance cameras. In addition, the wheels help move the rovers 
around and dig trenches to study the soil. 

The Anticipated Duration of the Mars Rover Expedition

When the rovers launched in 2003, NASA expected their missions to last 90 days. 
After the primary mission concluded, however, the rovers were still going strong. 
So scientists extended the missions.

As this book is written, both Spirit and Opportunity were 
still functioning six years after they fi rst landed on Mars. 
Unfortunately, a sand trap snared Spirit in 2009. Months 
of efforts to free it were unsuccessful. By early 2010 scientists 
determined it was best to just leave Spirit where it was in a 
stationary capacity. In the spring of 2010, scientists were waiting 
to see whether the rover would survive the Martian winter. 

Opportunity, as of this writing, was still crawling around on the red planet. Like 
Spirit, it is solar powered and continued to operate on Mars because of the Sun’s 
energy. It is on a different side of the planet than Spirit, and has not encountered 
the same problems.  But whether the rovers lasted a few more days or several more 
months, they had already racked up successes far beyond scientists’ expectations.

Whe
After
So sc
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By 2010 the rovers had 
worked 24 times longer 
than originally expected.
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The Results of the Mars Rover Expedition
Scientists’ plan for the rovers was to build on the research from the Pathfi nder
mission. The information the rovers have gathered is helping further NASA’s 
understanding of the Solar System, its formation, and whether other life may 
exist—or has existed in the past.

The Science Goals of the Mars Exploration Program

It took years of planning to get Spirit and Opportunity ready for their 2003 launch. 
After careful consideration, scientists decided on robot-like rovers that could 
explore up close the minerals and composition of Martian rocks and soil. In looking 
for evidence of past liquid water, the rover missions would support the four main 
science goals of NASA’s long-term Mars Exploration Program:

• to determine whether life ever existed on Mars

• to learn about Mars’ climate

• to learn about Mars’ geology

• to prepare for human exploration of Mars.

NASA directed the rovers to land in places that may have held an abundant supply 
of liquid water millions of years ago. Scientists believe information gained at these 
locations gives them the best chance at determining where and whether life may 
have existed before. 
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NASA gave the two rovers 
geologically different landing sites. 
Scientists sent Opportunity to an area 
known as Meridiani Planum, and 
it landed inside a crater scientists 
previously did not know existed. 
This region is located on the Martian 
equator. NASA sent the rover there 
because previous explorations of 
Mars, notably by the Mars Global 
Surveyor, discovered the presence 
of  hematite—an iron oxide that on 
Earth usually forms in an environment 
containing liquid water. 

On 4 January 2004 Spirit landed 
in the Gusev Crater, a 90-mile- 
(145 km) wide hole south of the 
equator that appears to have held 
a lake. Scientists say it formed more 
than 3 billion years ago. This crater 
was likely the result of an asteroid 
crashing into the planet. The region 
has a channel system that scientists 
surmise likely carried water or ice 
at some point. It would be unusual 
for a pattern like this to exist without 
the presence of water. 

The Findings of Spirit

During Sprit’s fi rst month on the red planet it encountered serious computer 
and communications problems, and some wondered if the mission were doomed. 
Scientists determined they could fi x the problem if they erased some of the 
unneeded data stored on Spirit’s computers. Within a month, Spirit was back 
to full working mode.

Once corrected, Spirit began to immediately send information back to Earth that 
would forever change the way scientists viewed Mars. Since its landing the rover 
has sent more than 127,000 pictures back to scientists, giving them highly detailed 
information. In broad terms, it has illustrated a rock-fi lled, dusty planet. But it has 
also presented evidence that liquid water—and perhaps life—once existed on Mars.
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The mission was scheduled to last 90 days. Shortly after its initial problem was 
corrected, Spirit used its rock-drilling tool to take a fi rst-ever look inside a rock 
on Mars. Scientists named this rock Adirondack, after the mountains in upstate 
New York. During the next six years Spirit found numerous clues that water 
had existed on the planet. The Alpha Particle X-Ray Spectrometer found bromine, 
sulfur, and chlorine inside the Gusev Crater where Spirit landed. These are strong 
signs that liquid water was at one point present there. 

NASA unoffi cially named a region of seven small hills inside the Gusev Crater 
the Columbia Hills, in honor of the seven members of the ill-fated space shuttle 
Columbia mission. Each of the hills is named for one of the members. On Husband 
Hill, named after Columbia commander Dick Husband, Spirit detected evidence 
this region of Mars was once a hot and violent place, with volcanic eruptions and 
asteroid impacts. 

During its travels, Spirit also uncovered evidence of a long-ago explosion at a bright, 
low plateau called Home Plate in 2006. Scientists observed bulbous, or rounded, 
grains overlaying fi ner material. This fi ts the pattern of accumulated material falling 
to the ground after a volcanic or impact explosion. Scientists observed such rocks 
for the fi rst time ever on Mars. The rocks revealed more evidence of the crater’s 
violent history. 
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In other parts of the crater where Spirit 
traveled, scientists discovered silica, a 
white compound made of crystals that occurs 
naturally on Earth as quartz, sand, or fl int, 
and is the main ingredient of window glass. 
This material is often found either in 
a hot-springs environment like Iceland, 
or in an area of steam vents where acid 
rises into the cracks of rocks. On Earth, 
both settings teem with living microbes. 
This discovery was the mission’s biggest 
scientifi c achievement. 

Spirit also made several movies of dust 
devils in motion. These images provided 
the best view of how the wind affects 
the Martian surface in real time. 

In 2006 Spirit uncovered bright Martian 
soil at a place named “Tyrone.” This region 
contained large amounts of sulfur and 
a trace of water. This fi nding intrigued 
scientists.  They theorize that the material 
could be a volcanic deposit formed around 

ancient gas vents. Or it could have been left behind by water that dissolved these 
minerals underground, then came to the surface and evaporated. 

In 2009 Spirit got caught up to its belly in a sand trap. For months scientists tried 
to maneuver it out of the trap, but complications with the wheels hindered their 
efforts. In early 2010 NASA decided Spirit would cease being a mobile rover and 
instead become a stationary observer on Mars. It continues to conduct research, 
including examinations of the tilt of Mars’ axis and its planetary “wobble.” NASA 
was uncertain, however, if the solar powered vehicle would have enough power 
to survive once the Martian winter began in May 2010. 

The Findings of Opportunity

Opportunity arrived on Mars a few weeks later, on the other side of the planet. 
NASA unoffi cially named the landing region the Challenger Memorial Station, 
in honor of that ill-fated space shuttle mission. 

This rover, too, has been wowing scientists ever since, taking more than 133,000 
images. Unlike Spirit, it had not encountered any serious problems and continued 
to be functional and mobile as of March 2010. 
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Opportunity found the strongest evidence yet that liquid water once existed on 
Mars’ surface. Scientists believe its landing site, known as the Meridiani Planum, 
was once the shoreline of a salty sea.

Almost immediately Opportunity made key discoveries. It found layered rocks, 
some layers no thicker than a fi nger, which indicated that sediments were deposited 
in this region by wind, water, or volcanic ash. Shortly thereafter, in a region named 
Stone Mountain, Opportunity discovered patterns that indicated a moving current, 
such as a volcanic fl ow, wind, or water. 

Opportunity was the fi rst of the two rovers to dig a trench on Mars. The trench 
measured 20 inches (50 centimeters) long and four inches (10 centimeters) deep. 
Scientists were surprised to discover the clotty texture of the soil. Opportunity 
also discovered the fi rst meteorite on another planet. Because it was located near 
the impact site of the rover’s heat shield, NASA scientists named the meteorite 
Heat Shield Rock. 

The Challenges of Operating the Rovers

Two of the biggest challenges facing the rovers are dust and sand. Dust storms 
occur regularly on Mars. Often these storms cover critical parts of the rovers, 
interfering with their movement. These storms are also problematic because when 
the solar-powered rovers are covered in dust and sand, they can’t receive energy 
from the Sun. At the same time, storms also can be a blessing—they also clear 
some of the debris off the rovers when the wind hits at the right angle.
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NASA has models of the rovers on Earth that engineers test when the real ones 
encounter trouble millions of miles away on Mars. They work on these rovers 
to fi nd solutions to the Mars rovers without exerting precious energy to do so. 
But sometimes, as when Spirit got stuck in the sand in 2009, there is nothing 
scientists can do. It is very challenging to direct a robot from miles away and 
not be able to move it or brush it off when a problem arises. It takes 20 minutes 
for a message from the rover communicating a problem to reach engineers on Earth. 
The engineers then have to carefully write instructions (which itself takes time) 
and then send them back to Mars. That transmission takes another 20 minutes. 
The rover conducts the action, then communicates the results—using up another 
20 minutes. The fact that the rovers have long outlived their expected life spans, 
however, demonstrates that NASA engineers and scientists have been very 
successful in handling the challenges Mars presents. 

The Goals for Future Rover Expeditions
The more scientists learn about the Moon, Mars, and other objects in the Solar 
System, the more they want to know. And that means more unmanned missions. 

In the lengthy tale of cosmic creation, one of the most interesting chapters is the 
formation and nature of the Solar System—humanity’s celestial backyard. The 
Solar System has always inspired a sense of wonder and raises many fundamental 
questions: Are humans alone in a cold, impersonal cosmos? Are there habitable 
worlds other than Earth? How did Earth and its complex oasis of life come to be?
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The Goals of the Planetary Science Program

NASA has designed a planetary science program to seek answers to these 
and other questions:

• How did the Sun’s family of planets and minor bodies originate?

• How did the Solar System evolve to its current diverse state?

• What characteristics of the Solar System led to the origin of life?

• How did life begin and evolve on Earth and has it evolved elsewhere 
in the Solar System?

• What are the hazards and resources in the Solar System environment 
that will affect establishing a human presence in space?

NASA’s program addresses the following research objectives:

• to understand the history and future of habitability in the Solar System

• to determine if there is or ever has been life elsewhere in the Solar System

• to explore the space environment to discover potential hazards to humans

• to search for resources that would enable a human presence beyond Earth.

One of NASA’s primary goals is to conduct future missions using sophisticated 
robots such as the Mars rovers. These could conduct scientifi c experiments and 
help lay the foundation for human travel beyond the Moon. Potential targets 
for robotic missions in the next 30 years or so include Jupiter’s moons, various 
asteroids, and other bodies. 
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The Juno and Europa Jupiter System Missions

To understand how planetary systems form and evolve, NASA is sending the probe 
Juno to Jupiter in 2011. The robotic spacecraft will arrive in Jupiter’s orbit in 2016 
and examine the largest planet in detail for a year. Scientists hope this mission will 
offer even more clues and insight into the Solar System’s formation (Figure 2.3).

Unlike Earth, Jupiter’s giant mass allowed it to hold onto its original composition, 
providing scientists with a way of tracing the Solar System’s history. Understanding 
Jupiter’s formation is essential to understanding the processes that led to the 
development of the rest of the Solar System. It’s also key to understanding the 
conditions that led to Earth and human beings. Like the Sun, Jupiter is composed 
mostly of hydrogen and helium. A small percentage of the planet is composed 
of heavier elements. However, Jupiter has a larger percentage of these heavier 
elements than the Sun.

Juno will measure the amount of water and 
ammonia in Jupiter’s atmosphere and determine 
if the planet actually has a solid core. This will 
aid in understanding the giant planet’s origin 
and that of the Solar System. By mapping Jupiter’s 
gravitational and magnetic fi elds, Juno will reveal 
the planet’s interior structure and measure the 
mass of its core. 

mmostly of
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In Roman mythology, the goddess 
Juno was Jupiter’s wife. Jupiter was 
the king of the gods and god of 
the sky and thunder. He was the 
equivalent of the Greek god Zeus.
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Meanwhile, NASA and the European Space 
Agency (ESA) are planning another mission 
to Jupiter and its moons. The Europa Jupiter 
System Mission would use two robotic orbiters 
to study Jupiter and its moons Io, Europa, 
Ganymede, and Callisto. NASA would build 
one orbiter, initially named Jupiter Europa. 
ESA would build the other orbiter, initially 
named Jupiter Ganymede. The probes would 
launch in 2020 on two separate launch vehicles 
from different launch sites. They would reach 
the Jupiter system in 2026 and spend at least 
three years conducting research (Figure 2.4). 

Europa has a surface of ice, and scientists 
theorize it has an ocean of water beneath 
that could provide a home for living things. 
Ganymede, the largest moon in the solar 
system, is the only moon known to have its 
own internally generated magnetic fi eld and 
may have a deep undersurface water ocean. 
Scientists long have sought to understand the 
causes of this magnetic fi eld. Callisto’s surface 
is heavily cratered and ancient, providing a 
record of events from the early history of the 
Solar System. Finally, Io is the most volcanically 
active body in the Solar System. 

The orbiters would spend nearly a year orbiting Europa and Ganymede. NASA’s 
probe would investigate whether Europa might harbor life. ESA’s spacecraft would 
orbit Ganymede to conduct investigations of the surface and interior of this satellite, 
to better understand the formation and evolution of the Jovian system. 

The Three Types of Planetary Missions

NASA’s exploration plans include three types of unmanned planetary missions: 
Discovery Missions, New Frontiers Missions, and Flagship Missions.

Discovery Missions will let scientists address a specifi c question about space in 
an expeditious manner. These small missions will investigate comets and asteroids, 
among other things. They will help scientists understand impact hazards over time, 
the Solar System’s chemistry, and the architecture of its planetary system.
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New Frontiers Missions are slightly larger missions. They will explore a wide 
range of objects, including other planets in the Solar System. These missions 
will be limited in scope though, in terms of what they do once they arrive at these 
bodies. Hence, they too will play key roles in Solar System exploration. But they 
cannot achieve all of the measurement and exploration objectives necessary to 
answer the basic questions that can be better answered with robotic exploration 
of the planets.

The largest missions, known as Flagship Missions, will be crucial in allowing 
scientists to reach and explore diffi cult, but high-priority targets. These targets 
could help establish the parameters of habitability, not just for the Solar System, 
but for planetary systems in general. The Europa Jupiter System Mission is an 
example of a Flagship Mission. The targets of fl agship missions may include 
journeys to:

• the clouds and surface of Venus

• the lower atmosphere and surface of Titan

• the surface and subsurface of Europa

• the deep atmosphere of Neptune and the surface of its moon Triton.

Exploring the Solar System is a technically challenging effort. Success is not 
always guaranteed. It requires tenacity and perseverance. Yet the United States 
and some other countries are meeting this challenge with resolve. Today NASA 
is planning space missions that may reveal whether other life exists or has ever 
existed in places beyond the Earth. It is engaged in research that probes from 
the very cores of planets to the atomic processes that occur high up in their 
atmospheres. The agency is carrying out surveys to fi nd potentially hazardous 
objects in near-Earth orbits that could affect the future of all human beings.

It’s an exciting time. Answers to some of the most profound questions—
Are humans alone? Where did people come from? What is their destiny?—
may be within humanity’s grasp. As a future technician, engineer, or scientist, 
you could be involved in helping answer them.
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Lesson 2 Review 
Using complete sentences, answer the following questions on a sheet of paper.

 1. What was the main goal of the rover missions?

 2. How fast were the rovers going when they entered Mars’ atmosphere?

 3. Name the fi ve main instruments onboard the rovers.

 4. How long were the rovers scheduled to examine Mars’ surface?

 5. What are the science goals of NASA’s Mars Exploration Program?

 6. Why was the Opportunity landing site selected? What was the surprise 
about this site?

 7. What was Spirit’s biggest scientifi c achievement?

 8. What do scientists believe Meridiani Planum once was?

 9. Why is dust a problem for the rovers?

 10. List the four research objectives of NASA’s planetary research program.

 11. What is Juno’s mission?

 12. What are NASA’s three types of unmanned planetary missions?

✔ CHECK POINTSCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSCCCCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKK PPPPPPPPPPPPPPOOOOOOOOOOOIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSSSSCCCCCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCCCCKKKKKKKKKKKK PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSSSSSS

 13. What reasons can you give for making Jupiter and its moons a focus 
of planetary exploration?
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